ACCOMODATION
A map of hotels that are located near the conference venue can be find below. We would like
to recommend you the Holiday Inn**** Łódź Hotel (http://hilodz.com/en/) which has offered
special prices for participants of DSTA 2017.
Should you decide to stay in the Holiday Inn Łódź**** Hotel, please use the DSTA 2017
discount code.
here
How to get to Lodz:

Hotel ibis Łódź Centrum
11 Piłsudskiego Av.

By plane:
Qubus
Łódź
Bus Hotel
No. 50
7 Mickiewicza Av.
Campanile Lodz
You can travel by plane. There are many international flights that will take you Hotel
straight
to
27 Piłsudskiego Av.
Bus
No.
55
Lodz Airport, also called Lublinek, which is located only about 6 km from the city center and
from conference venue. From there you can take bus No 55 that goes straight to the
conference venue (about 15 min). Ticket you can buy in kiosk or in bus (in machine or with
driver) ticket costs 2.60 PLN.
Hotelik Relax
The website of the airport: http://lotnisko.lodz.pl/en/strona/HOME/24
The buses timetables: http://www.mpk.lodz.pl/rozklady/linie.jsp192 Piotrkowska Str.
Holiday Inn Hotel
Boutique Hostel

229/231 Piotrkowska Str.

17 Stefanowski Str.

The European Institute
I Dom Studenta
3b Politechniki Av.

350 m

258/260 Piotrkowska Str.
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GETTING TO LODZ
Lodz (Polish: Łódź) is located in the centre of Poland, and thus can be accessed easily by
various means of transport. The best ways are to come to Lodz directly (by plane or by bus)
or to go to Warsaw (Polish: Warszawa) first – this way is the best for the majority of foreign
participants. The distance between Warsaw and Lodz is about 130 km and there are a few
ways of travelling between the cities.
Note: If you need to exchange money, you can some exchange offices (Polish: kantor) at the
airport.
Below you can find all information on how to get from:


WARSAW CHOPIN AIRPORT  LODZ



WARSAW MODLIN AIRPORT  LODZ



WARSAW CITY CENTRE (WARSZAWA CENTRALNA)  LODZ



LODZ AIRPORT  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS



LODZ FABRYCZNA  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS



LODZ KALISKA  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS



WARSAW CHOPIN AIRPORT  LODZ

A journey from Warsaw Chopin Airport to Lodz takes 1.5-2.5 h.
BY TRAIN
You can check the best train transfer and buy tickets at http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en.
A Warsaw Chopin Airport train station (WARSZAWA LOTNISKO CHOPINA) is located close
to the Terminal A (see map below). In order to go to Lodz, you have to take a local (SKM)
train to WARSZAWA ZACHODNIA station (5 stops) (Note: you can also take a taxi or go by
bus, but SKM train is the fastest and most convenient way to reach the city centre). Once
you arrive at WARSZAWA ZACHODNIA, you have to transfer to a train to ŁÓDŹ
FABRYCZNA.
Note: you will have to buy two tickets (one for the local train and one for the train to Lodz).
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BY BUS
Another way of travelling from Warsaw Chopin Airport to Lodz, recommended especially if
you are coming in the late evening. You can choose one of the following direct buses by
OKBus company. Below you can find a timetable. Go here to buy tickets.

BY TAXI
You can take a taxi, but you should be aware that it will cost from 300 to 600 PLN (70-140 €).
Remember that taxi is less expensive if you order it by calling one of the corporations than
take some of those that are waiting next to the station.
Some of Warsaw taxi corporations:
Name
ELE SKY TAXI
SUPER TAXI
SAWA TAXI

Telephone
+48 22 811 11 11
+48 22 578 98 00
+48 22 644 44 44

WWW
www.eletaxi.pl
www.supertaxi.pl
www.sawataxi.com.pl

For safety reasons, we strongly advise you to use licensed taxi services offered at Chopin
Airport. Pay attention and use only those cars which have tariffs clearly displayed in the car
window.



WARSAW MODLIN AIRPORT  LODZ

A journey from Warsaw Modlin Airport to Lodz takes 3.5-4.5 h.
BY TRAIN
You can check the best train transfer and buy tickets at http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en.
To reach the Modlin train station (MODLIN), you need to take a special bus that goes from
the Modlin Airport (MODLIN LOTNISKO). Then, you have to take a local (SKM) train to
WARSZAWA ZACHODNIA station (9 stops). Once you arrive at WARSZAWA ZACHODNIA,
you have to transfer to a train to ŁÓDŹ FABRYCZNA.
Note: you will have to buy separate tickets (one for the bus, one for the local train and one for
the train to Lodz).
BY BUS
Another way of travelling from Warsaw Modlin Airport to Lodz is to take one of the following
direct buses by OKBus company. Below you can find a timetable. Go here to buy tickets.
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BY TAXI
You can take a taxi, but you should be aware that it will cost from 300 to 600 PLN (70-140 €),
or even more. Remember that taxi is less expensive if you order it by calling one of the
corporations than take some of those that are waiting next to the station.
Some of Warsaw taxi corporations:
Name
ELE SKY TAXI
SUPER TAXI
SAWA TAXI

Telephone
+48 22 811 11 11
+48 22 578 98 00
+48 22 644 44 44

WWW
www.eletaxi.pl
www.supertaxi.pl
www.sawataxi.com.pl

For safety reasons, we strongly advise you to use licensed taxi services offered at Chopin
Airport. Pay attention and use only those cars which have tariffs clearly displayed in the car
window.



WARSAW CITY CENTRE (WARSZAWA CENTRALNA)  LODZ

If you arrive in Warsaw by an international train or bus, the best way of travelling to Lodz is
taking a direct train from WARSZAWA CENTRALNA to LODZ FABRYCZNA. You can check
the best train transfer and buy tickets at http://rozklad-pkp.pl/en.



LODZ AIRPORT  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
When buying your ticket, you should ask if there is any promotion as some travel agencies,
usually airlines, include tickets for trains or public transport in the price of a plane ticket.
We strongly advise you to take a taxi to transfer from the airport to your hotel, since there is
no direct connection between the airport and the conference venue.
However, if you decide to use public transport, you should go to a bus stop in the front of the
terminal and take a bus no. 88A ( Łódź Fabryczna) and go to Zamenhofa-Piotrkowska (11th
bus stop) – see figure below. There, you should transfer to tram no. 2, 3, 10B, 6, 11A or 11B
(to arrive in the vicinity of the conference venue). This is the best way to get to hotels such as
HolidayInn Hotel, Boutique Hostel or Hotelik Relax.
You can buy tickets with vending machines located at buses and trams (it is possible to
choose language and pay with a card).
Note: A 40-min ticket is enough, but it is recommended to buy a 60-min ticket, which costs
4.40 PLN (about 1 €).
You can plan your travel at http://lodz.jakdojade.pl/ - unfortunately, the website is in Polish,
but it is very intuitive.
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TRAM STOP

BUS STOP

AIRPORT

BY TAXI
The most popular taxi corporations in Lodz:
Name
400-400
Taxi 500
Taxi Mer.C

Telephone
+48 426 400 400
+48 426 500 500
+48 426 505 050

WWW
http://400.pl/
http://www.taxi-plus.pl
http://www.taxi-merc.com.pl

Remember that taxi is less expensive if you order it by calling one of the corporations than
take some of those that are waiting next to the station.



LODZ FABRYCZNA  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT
There are a few train or bus stations in Lodz, however, almost all trains or buses stop at Lodz
Fabryczna, which is the main station. We recommend you to take a taxi rather than to use
public transport as taxis are more comfortable and are also affordable for foreigners.
If you prefer to use public transport, take a bus no. 57 ( KARPACKA) at one of the stops
marked in the below figure and go to BRZEŹNA-PIOTRKOWSKA (7th stop). The European
Institute is about 350 m from the bus stop. This is the best way to get to hotels such as
HolidayInn Hotel, Boutique Hostel or Hotelik Relax.
You can buy tickets with vending machines located at buses (it is possible to choose
language and pay with a card).
Note: You should buy a 40-min ticket is enough, but it is recommended to buy a 60-min
ticket, which costs 3.60 PLN (about 0.85 €).
You can plan your travel at http://lodz.jakdojade.pl/ - unfortunately, the website is in Polish,
but it is very intuitive.
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OR

BY TAXI
The most popular taxi corporations in Lodz:
Name
400-400
Taxi 500
Taxi Mer.C

Telephone
+48 426 400 400
+48 426 500 500
+48 426 505 050

WWW
http://400.pl/
http://www.taxi-plus.pl
http://www.taxi-merc.com.pl

Remember that taxi is less expensive if you order it by calling one of the corporations than
take some of those that are waiting next to the station.



LODZ KALISKA  CONFERENCE VENUE / HOTELS

If you arrive at Lodz Kaliska (e.g. from Modlin), we recommend you to take a taxi rather than
to use public transport as there are no direct connection between Lodz Kaliska and the
conference venue. Moreover, taxis are more comfortable and are also affordable for
foreigners.
The most popular taxi corporations in Lodz:
Name
400-400
Taxi 500
Taxi Mer.C

Telephone
+48 426 400 400
+48 426 500 500
+48 426 505 050

WWW
http://400.pl/
http://www.taxi-plus.pl
http://www.taxi-merc.com.pl

Remember that taxi is less expensive if you order it by calling one of the corporations than
take some of those that are waiting next to the station.
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